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Abstract

Zebrafish (Danio rerio) is a widely used model for toxicological studies, in particular those
related to investigations on endocrine disruption. The development and regulatory use of in
vivo and in vitro tests based on this species can be enhanced by toxicokinetic modeling. For
this reason, we propose a physiologically based toxicokinetic (PBTK) model for zebrafish
describing the uptake and disposition of organic chemicals. The model is based on literature
data on zebrafish, other cyprinidae and other fish families, new experimental physiological
information (volumes, lipids and water contents) obtained from zebrafish, and chemicalspecific parameters predicted by generic models. The relevance of available models
predicting the latter parameters was evaluated with respect to gill uptake and partition
coefficients in zebrafish. This evaluation benefited from the fact that the influence of
confounding factors such as body weight and temperature on ventilation rate was included in
our model. The predictions for six chemicals (65 data points) yielded by our PBTK model
were compared to available toxicokinetics data for zebrafish and all of them were within a
factor of 5 of the corresponding experimental values. Sensitivity analysis highlighted that the
1-octanol/water partition coefficient, the metabolism rate, and all the parameters that enable
the prediction of assimilation efficiency and partitioning of chemicals need to be precisely
determined in order to allow an effective toxicokinetic modeling.

INTRODUCTION
Zebrafish (Danio rerio) is now used worldwide in a variety of biological disciplines ranging
from basic developmental biology to applied toxicology1. In the last few years, zebrafish
studies on Endocrine Disrupting Chemicals (EDCs) led to significant advances to assess mode
of action of EDCs on steroid receptor-regulated pathways2-4, through both in vitro and in vivo
reported gene models3,5 or in vivo assays recognized at international level6,7. Zebrafish has
been found useful in EDC investigation8 and has, by far, been the most widely used fish
species for endocrine studies in the past five years9.

To fully exploit the potential of zebrafish in vitro and in vivo tests, it is necessary to deploy a
tool to relate local toxicokinetics (at cell, organ and endocrine system levels) and exposure at
whole body level. A specific class of toxicokinetic models, the physiologically based
toxicokinetic or pharmacokinetic models - PBTK or PBPK- is adequate for this by coupling
kinetics at local level (cell or organ) and global kinetics at whole body level10. A PBTK model
consists of a series of mathematical equations, based on the specific physiology of an
organism and on the physicochemical properties of a substance, which are able to describe the
absorption, distribution, metabolism and excretion (ADME) of the compound within this
organism. PBPK models present many other advantages. First, the possibility to calibrate
them based only on in vitro and computing data permits to replace, or at least reduce, the
needs for animal testing10,11. Second, they can constitute the basis for computational models
able to describe the perturbation of endocrine systems12,13. Third, as shown by Stadnicka et
al.11, multi-compartment models, such as PBPK models, generally outperform simple one
compartment models with respect to simulating chemical concentrations in fish whole body.
The reference for fish PBPK models is still the pioneer works by Nichols et al. 14, who
developed a model for the rainbow trout (Oncorhyncus mykiss). Twenty years later, the

estimates of physiological parameters by Nichols et al. are still the basis of following PBPK
models developed for fish11-13, 15. At present, no PBPK model has ever been developed for
fish as small as zebrafish, for which there is still rather fragmentary knowledge of basic
biological traits.

We propose a PBPK model for zebrafish adults exposed in standard conditions to non-ionic
organic chemicals in water. To achieve this, new dedicated physiological information
(volumes, lipid and water contents) was obtained experimentally with zebrafish, and generic
models to predict chemical-specific parameters were evaluated in regard to their relevance to
predict kinetics in zebrafish. Finally, the predictions of our PBPK model were compared for
many chemicals to available toxicokinetics data for zebrafish.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Model structure and equations

Our PBPK model is presented in Figure 1, and the equations are provided in Supporting
Information, S1. The model comprises eight compartments: gills, arterial and venous blood,
liver, gonads, brain, poorly perfused tissues and richly perfused tissues. Inclusion of liver,
gonads and brain will permit later to address perturbations of the hypothalamic-pituitarygonadal axis as performed for other fish species12,13. As in Nichols et al.14, venous blood out
of richly perfused tissues and gonads join the portal vein and enter the liver. We performed a
visual inspection of Danio rerio fish blood circulation in organisms from our laboratory
culture and found veins from gonads to liver, confirming this approach. Uptake and
elimination are considered to occur through the gill, with no substantial accumulation in this
compartment. Uptake rate is proportional to volumetric flow rate of water and assimilation
efficiency. Excretion rate is proportional to the same parameters and inversely proportional to

the partition coefficient of the substance between blood and water. Biotransformation in the
liver is considered.

Physiological parameter calibration

The values of the physiological parameters for Danio rerio adult males and females are
provided in Table 1. Gonad, liver, brain and carcass were dissected, weighed for fresh tissue
masses and subsequently lyophilized for 2 days (PowerDry PL3000, Thermo Scientific). Wet
and dried weight for brain, liver, gonads and carcass were measured in 10 adult males (with
total wet weight ranging from 497 to 769 mg) and 10 adult females (with total wet weight
ranging from 734 to 1695 mg). The data are reported in Supporting Information, S2.
Additional measurements (for blood, richly perfused tissues and gonads) were kindly
provided by colleagues from IRSN (Institut de Radioprotection et de Sureté Nucléaire).
Despite an extensive bibliographic research, we could not find data for fish arterial blood
volume. We assumed that this volume is one third of the total blood volume, as in mammals.
For female gonads, we compiled data provided by INERIS and IRSN colleagues and the data
published by Örn et al.16 (See Supporting Information, S3), and decided to distinguish
between low weight females (weight below 500 mg), with a mean percentage of gonads in
total weight of 8%, and high weight females with a mean percentage of gonads in total weight
of 17%.

The only available data for cyprinids relative to volumetric flow rate of water through the
gills, FWgil (ml/min), are related to carps. Yamamoto17 derived a relationship for ventilation
volume and weight at 25°C in normoxic conditions, Vg=1.035226BW0.771371. Usually, a
multiplicative corrective factor for temperature is proposed with an exponential dependence
on temperature18. We thus added a corrective factor for temperature extrapolation, e0.04T,
estimated from a regression of the data on the temperature-dependency of oxygen uptake rate

in Danio rerio from Vergauwen et al.19. The ventilation rate estimate we thus obtained for a
0.4 g cyprinid at 27°C would be 0.55 ml/min.

We calculated the cardiac output based on the number of beats per minute in adult zebrafish at
26°C estimated at 11120 and on the ratio between stroke volume and weight for trouts,
estimated at 0.2 mL/kg21. An adult zebrafish weighting 500 mg would then have a stroke
volume of 0.1 µL, and a cardiac output of 11.1 µL/min or 0.666 mL/h. The same correction
for temperature as for volumetric flow rate through the gills was used to adapt cardiac output
to given experimental conditions.

Other physiological parameters, the water and lipid contents per organ of interest, have to be
provided for the prediction of chemical-specific parameters. The water content was deduced
from the ratio of dry to wet weights. The lipid content was measured using a colorimetric
sulfo-phospho-vanillin (SPV) assay22 performed in 96-well microplate after total lipid
extractions on lyophilized tissues performed as described by Lu et al.23.

The total lipid content was adjusted to 5% of bodyweight, which is the average lipid content
of the small fish used in OECD TG 305 on fish bioconcentration assessment24.

Substances-specific parameter calibration
For the logarithm of assimilation efficiency, Barber18 deduced an equation from the data by
Thomann et al.25 as a function of the logarithm of the 1-octanol/water partition coefficient,
logKow: 0.577 logKow – 2.81 for logKow <4.7, log 0.8 for logKow values between 4.7 and 6.75
and -0.731 logKow + 4.84 for higher logKow values. We checked the relevance of this equation
for Danio rerio by comparing its prediction to those deduced from available uptake rates in
the literature. Each of these uptake rates is indeed equal to assimilation efficiency multiplied
by the volumetric flow rate of water through the gills. For the comparison, the volumetric

flow rates were scaled to fish body weight and temperature of the study as explained in the
physiological calibration section. We used data on tetrachlorobenzyltoluene (TCBT)26, three
PCBs27, pentachlorophenol28, hexachlorocyclohexane29, endosulfan30, ethinylestradiol31,
tebuconazole32, diazinon33 with logKow from 3.7 to 7.8. We added additional data for carp
exposed to three chloroanilines34 to provide information for lower logKow (1.81-1.88).
For the partition coefficient λbw between blood and water, we propose the following
regression equation, derived from the data by Bertelsen et al.35, Fitzsimmons et al.36 and
Escher et al.37 on Oncorhynchus mykiss:

(1)

We chose to focus on the fish species for which the highest amount of in vivo data, produced
in comparable experimental conditions, was available. We used recommended experimental
logKow values from Sangster38 for PCBs and Hansch et al.39 for the other compounds.
For the tissue to blood partition coefficients, two equations were used. Bertelsen et al.35
proposed a simple generic model to predict partition coefficients between tissues and water
for four species (catfish, medaka, fathead minnow, trout):

(2)

This equation was based on data for 6 chemicals with logKow values ranging from 1.46 to
4.04. We propose to evaluate the relevance of another model, as proposed by Nichols et al.40,
updated for non-lipid content coefficient (0.05 instead of 0.035)41:

(3)

We compared the outcomes of the PBPK models corresponding to these two models, in terms
of bioconcentration factors, to available data in the literature25-32, 42 for D. rerio.

When available, in vitro metabolism data were used to calibrate liver metabolism in the PBPK
model. The scaling factors proposed by Nichols et al.40 for rainbow trout were used. The
mean values were 37.8 mg microsomal protein/g liver, 135 mg S9 proteins/g liver and 216.6
and 234.8 pmol CYP/mg microsomal protein respectively for male and female, the two latter
values corresponding to the sum of the only three CYP contents (2M1, 2K1, 3A27) indicated
in the paper by Nichols et al. Thus the value we use to scale CYP contents may underestimate
actual metabolism rate. To compare, the total CYP content in humans and rats is respectively
300-600 and 800-1100 pmol CYP/mg microsomal protein43.

Experimental toxicokinetics data

Table 2 presents the studies that we used to compare our predictions to observed toxicokinetic
data. All these studies were performed with Danio rerio and utilized several time points of
measurement of internal concentrations, permitting assessment of the relevance of the
predictions not only for bioconcentration factors but also for uptake and elimination rates. For
some compounds, a depuration period followed exposure. For most of the studies, fish of both
sexes were used with no information on sex ratio. We thus calculated the kinetics predictions
for males and females, assuming same weight (the one indicated in the study publication) for
both sexes. In case the information for weight was also missing, we used a default value of
0.4g, which is the median value of the studies we considered. Supporting Information, S4,
provides metabolism data, which were not available for all substances. For diazinon, we had
data obtained with zebrafish homogenates S1344. For endosulfan (alpha and beta) and
tebuconazole, only data for mammals (rat microsomes for tebuconazole, human ones for the
two stereoisomers of endosulfan) were available45-46. For bisphenol A, as this compound is

generally extensively metabolized47, we assumed that bisphenol A metabolism was only
limited by liver blood flow. When measured exposure concentration data were available, we
used them instead of nominal values. Tebuconazole exposure concentration was provided
through a time-dependent equation32. For ethinyl-estradiol, we also had to account for the
disappearance of the substance in the exposure solution due to accumulation in the fish (and
the appearance of the substance in the exposure solution during depuration). The kinetics of
exposure concentration was thus included in the model (See Supporting Information, S1).

Sensitivity analysis

The sensitivity analysis orders the inputs by importance, identifying the main contributors to
the variation in the model outcome. Sensitivity analysis was performed using the variancebased Sobol method (Sobol et al.48; Saltelli et al.49). It is a global and model independent
sensitivity analysis method that is based on variance decomposition (quantifying the amount
of variance that each parameter contributes to the unconditional variance of the model
output). It can handle non-linear and non-monotonic functions and models.

Model output variances were estimated using Monte Carlo integrals. Two independent input
sample n × p matrices (the “sample” matrix M1 and the “resample” matrix M2), where n is
the sample size (n=50,000) and p the number of parameters (p=31), were used to compute the
Monte Carlo integrals. Every row in M1 and M2 represents a possible parameter combination
for the model. The first order sensitivity index (Si) is the variance contribution of one
parameter i to the total model variance. Total Sobol’ sensitivity index (STi) is the result of the
main effect of the parameter i and of all its interactions with the other parameters (up to the
pth order).

First order and total Sobol’ sensitivity indices were estimated for the total, liver, gonad, brain
and rest of the body concentration at 1, 24, 48 and 72 h, considering an experimental design
with an accumulation phase from 0 to 48 h, then an elimination (no exposure) phase from 48
to 72 h. Two sensitivity analyses were performed, one considering all parameters, and one
considering only the parameters that would be specific of a given experimental study for a
given chemical, with the QSAR predictions inside the PBPK model, for partition coefficients
and assimilation efficiency, fixed. More details are available in Supporting Information, S8.

To assess confidence intervals on the estimation of Sobol' Indices, bootstrapping with
resampling was used. The n samples used for the model evaluations were 1,000 times
sampled with replacement, whereby for each resampling the SI was calculated. In this way,
distributions for the Si and STi values were obtained and the 95% confidence intervals were
built50.

Sensitivity analysis was performed under the R Cran environment using the function
«sobol2007» implemented in the package «sensitivity »51.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Substances-specific parameter calibration

Figure 2 shows the comparison between measured data (corrected for weight and
temperature) for assimilation efficiency and the equation in the Barber paper18. It appears that
this equation provides an acceptable prediction of the relationship between logKow and
assimilation efficiency. The ratio between predicted and measured values ranged from 0.1 to 3
in our data set, with a mean value of 1.3. This variability could be due to the fact that
metabolism is not accounted for in the calculation of assimilation efficiency based on uptake
rates. A high metabolism rate can induce a low apparent assimilation efficiency, because most

of the substance entering the body would be eliminated at a rate comparable to the uptake one.
For tebuconazole, if no metabolism occurred, the measured assimilation efficiency based on
the experiment by Andreu-Sanchez et al.32, would be 5 to 10 times higher than what these
authors measured. This would explain the differences of a factor 12 between measured and
predicted values for this substance. In Supporting Information, S5, we illustrate the
importance of correcting for weight and temperature, by showing a substantial loss of
accuracy of the predictions when no correction is performed. The PBPK models available for
fish, even when authors realize some discrepancy between the parameters they use, estimated
at cold temperature, and their need for a species exposed in warm situation (for instance using
trout parameters to calibrate a fathead minnow model), usually do not account mathematically
for this52. Temperature can however introduce a substantial bias (for instance a factor of 1.5
for a difference of 10°C).

Concerning the prediction of the blood:water partition coefficient, we compared the outcomes
of our equation to measured data and to another equation proposed by Barber18:

(4)

Table 3 provides the predictions and measured values. In general Equation 1 provides better
and more robust estimates than Equation 4 in the range of Kow values that we considered. This
is not so surprising because Equation 1 has been derived from a larger and more structurally
diverse dataset than Equation 4. The experimental values for the substances 7 to 10 were
obtained on the same species by Fitzsimmons et al.36, with up to one order of magnitude of
variability in the measurements for the same substance. This gives an idea of the maximal
accuracy that we could hope to reach with the models.

Figure 3 shows the comparison between measured whole body bioconcentration factors and
those predicted with PBPK models calibrated based on the model by Bertelsen et al. (35) and
the updated one by Nichols et al.40. For the BCF values below 300 (corresponding to logKow
values below 4), the model by Bertelsen35 provided a better prediction than the one by
Nichols40, for 14 out of 23 chemicals. Note that the model by Bertelsen is suited in its
applicability domain ([1.46-4.04]). In contrast, for chemicals with logKow values exceeding 4,
the Bertelsen model under-predicts accumulation, whereas the Nichols one performs better
(for 10 out of 11 chemicals). We thus suggest to consider these two models for the prediction
of tissue:water partition coefficients for chemicals with a logKow value below 4, only the
Nichols one for those with a logKow value above 4.

Other approaches perform better to link Kow value and whole body bioconcentration. Bintein
et al.53 provided a bilinear model which outperformed any linear and parabolic models, in
particular for very hydrophobic compounds (The distribution of the residuals both on the
training and external test sets was better, with no chemical considered as outlier). Figure S6,
Supporting Information, provides the extension of Figure 3 with the model by Bintein et al.
The regression proposed is more robust than PBPK predictions based on Equations 2 and 3 to
predict BCF from low to high values of Kow (no underprediction for high Kow values, and
better prediction than with Equation 3 for low Kow values). However, it does not permit to
estimate tissue-specific parameters.

Comparison between model predictions and experimental toxicokinetics data

Figure 4 provides the comparison between the toxicokinetics predicted by the model and the
measured data for the 6 substances. In general, the predictions are close to the experimental
values (there is, at worst, a factor of 3 between measured values and those predicted by the
model or by the closest one when using a model without metabolism or with metabolism

parameters extrapolated from mammals). The quality of the predictions is thus comparable to
other ones obtained with fish PBPK models calibrated with in vitro or in vivo data14-15. In
particular, our model performance is comparable to the ones by Stadnicka et al.11, in terms of
quality of the predictions for the 6 chemicals we studied. Stadnicka et al.11 evaluated a higher
number of chemicals with a similar number of data points (23 chemicals for rainbow trout and
39 data points, 24 for fathead minnows and 68 data points). For their PBPK model, 77% of
the predictions for rainbow trout and 80% for fathead minnow were within a factor of 5
compared to the measured values, and the coefficient of determination (R2) were respectively
0.78 and 0.73 for these two species. In our study, we found, for 65 data points, a coefficient of
determination of 0.83, and 88% of the predictions within a factor of 5 compared to the
measured values (Supporting Information, S7), the bad predictions corresponding to the
predictions of the elimination data for endosulfan.

For ethinyl estradiol (EE2), we also dispose of bioconcentration values for different
compartments31: our model would largely underestimate the value for liver (measured:
19,255; predicted: 1,660). Blewett et al.54 also found a high accumulation of EE2 in fish liver
and gallbladder (with half of the substance found in these organs). This suggests that the
accumulation of EE2 in the liver is not only driven by water and lipid contents. Our model
provides comparable values to the measured ones for the other organs/fluids (blood: measured
143; predicted: 261; gonads: measured 1,764; predicted: 3,821; brain: measured 852;
predicted: 1,179). The good prediction of the kinetics of EE2 suggests that uptake through the
gills is not particularly enhanced by the presence of sex hormone-binding globulins (SHBG)
as suggested by some authors, like Miguel-Queralt and Hammond55. For instance, they
observed a difference in uptake rates between cortisol (very low uptake rate) and EE2 and
concluded that this could be linked to differences of affinity to SHBG. However, this could
also be due to the difference between the logKow values (cortisol = 1.49-1.61vs. EE2 = 4.15)

resulting in a much lower assimilation efficiency and a much lower bioconcentration factor.
The fact that fish hypothermic anaesthesia reduced drastically EE2 uptake rate in their
experimental study could also be just due to a reduced ventilation rate. A strong linear
correlation between EE2 uptake rate and the rate of oxygen consumption has been shown in
fish54, which supports our hypothesis for uptake. Such explanation would however not be
applied to testosterone, with a low Kow of 3.3 showing both a high uptake rate and a reduced
uptake in the presence of SHBG ligands in the solution, in the experiment by Miguel-Queralt
and Hammond.

When metabolism rates were extrapolated from mammals data (endosulfan and
tebuconazole), we chose to present in Figure 4 the predictions both using these metabolism
values and assuming no metabolism. It appears from our results that tebuconazole is likely to
be highly metabolized with values similar to those measured with rat microcomes, whereas
endosulfan (alpha and beta) should be metabolized at a lower rate in zebrafish than in human
microsomes, especially endosulfan alpha. In human microsomes, metabolism of endosulfan
alpha is likely to occur mainly through CYP2B6 and CYP3A, whereas for endosulfan beta,
metabolism is likely to occur mainly through CYP3A46. The difference between the accuracy
of the model to predict kinetics in zebrafish may thus be linked to the homology between
human CYP2B6 and its zebrafish equivalent. For bisphenol A, the assumption of very high
metabolism in the liver seems to be relevant, as shown by Lindholst et al.56.

The differences between predictions for males and females are significant only when
metabolism is high (See for instance the figure for BPA), due to the differences relative to
liver total blood flow, which includes gonad blood flow, higher in females than in males. The
other physiological differences have limited impact on the toxicokinetics at whole body level.
However, substantial differences are expected at organ level. For instance, for hydrophobic

compounds, 3 times higher accumulation in the male gonads would be expected compared to
the female ones, due to differences in lipid content.

Sensitivity analysis

Figure 5 presents the results of the sensitivity analysis, considering all the parameters in our
model. The parameters, with, by far, the highest influence on the whole body concentrations
are logKow and the parameters relative to partition coefficients and assimilation efficiency.
The same holds to concentrations in the organs with logKow always one of the main influent
parameters, and the assimilation efficiency parameters very influent in the first hours of
accumulation. Metabolism rate is also very influent, especially relative to liver concentration.
When fixing the parameters of the QSAR models (Supporting Information, S10), the most
influent parameters are temperature, ventilation rate (especially for the absorption phase), so
as metabolism, cardiac output and lipid content (especially for the elimination phase). This
particularly enhances the relevance of the physiological measurements (lipid content in many
organs) or extrapolations (cardiac outputs and ventilation rates as a function of temperature)
proposed in the present study. The detailed outputs of the sensitivity analysis are available in
Supporting Information, S9 and S11.

Physiological relevance of the model

The quality of the prediction of the kinetic data supports the relevance of our representation of
the toxicokinetics in zebrafish. In the literature, some fish PBPK models do not account for
the portal vein entering the liver. As they only consider hepatic artery flow from the model by
Nichols et al.14, they substantially underestimate total blood flow through the liver (In
mammals, the ratio between portal vein and hepatic artery is around four57), and,
consequently, liver metabolism rate.
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Table 1. Physiological parameters values in the generic PBPK model.
Parameter
Percentage of total
Weight (%)

Liver
Brain
Gonads
Blood
Richly perfused
rate (0.4g / 27°C)

Ventilation
(ml/min)
Cardiac
output (0.5g / 26°C)
(µL/min)
Scaled blood flowb
Liver
(only for males)
Brain
Gonads
Richly perfused
Water content (%)
Liver
Brain
Gonads
Carcass
Lipid content (%)
Liver
Brain
Gonads
Rest of the body
a

Value (M/F)a
0.8/2.1
1.5/0.7
1.8/8 or 17
1.6
5
0.55

Reference
This study
This study
This study
IRSN
IRSN
(18-20)

11.1

This study

0.02
0.055
0.066
0.185
65/69
75/76
52/65
68/65
10.5/5.9
7.3/7.6
22/7.6
4.6/4.6

(15)
(15)
(15)
(15)
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study

When differences between sexes exist, the values are presented as value for males/value for females.
The organ blood flows were calculated as in Nichols et al. 14, referring to the values for trout. The contribution
of each blood flow to cardiac output was assumed to be proportional to the organ volume with a weighting factor
(corresponding to perfusion rate) of 0.024 for the liver, 0.036 for the richly perfused tissues (including gonads
and brain) and 0.007 for the poorly perfused tissues. We present the blood flow values calculated only for males,
as, for females, these calculations depend on the volume of the gonads, which depends on female weight.
b

Table 2. Characteristics of the experimental studies considered to compare model predictions
and measured data.
Substance

Temperature
(°C)
22

Sex

Tebuconazole

Weight
(g)
0.75

Diazinon (0.1ppm)
Diazinon (0.4ppm)
Endosulfan alpha
Endosulfan beta
Bisphenol A
Ethinyl-estradiol

0.4
0.4
0.27
0.27
n.d.
0.25

20-22
20-22
22
22
27
26

both
both
n.d.
n.d.
both
male

both

Number of Exposure
timepoints concentration
10
Function of
time
9
0.09 ppm
9
0.38 ppm
8
0.2 µg/L
8
0.1 µg/L
8
97.5 µg/L
8
Function of
time

Reference
(32)
(33)
(33)
(30)
(30)
(56)
(31)

Table 3. Comparison between measured log λbw, and the values predicted by Equations 1 and
4 for different chemicals.
N Chemical
logKow
log λbw
Nb*
Eq. 1
Eq. 4
Obs.
1 1,2-dichloroethane
1.48
0.33
0.34
0.38
1
2 1,1’,2-trichloroethane
1.89
0.65
0.60
0.56
1
3 Benzene
2.13
0.84
0.74
0.98
1
4 1,1’,2,2’-tetrachloroethane
2.39
1.04
0.91
0.71 - 1.25 4
5 pentachloroethane
3.22
1.69
1.42
1.05 - 1.79 15
6 Hexachloroethane
4.14
2.40
1.99
1.75 - 2.34 4
7 2,2’,5,5’-tetrachlorobiphenyl
6.09
3.91
3.20
3.00 - 4.18 11
8 2,2’,4,4’,5,5’-hexachlorobiphenyl
6.80
4.47
3.64
3.96 - 4.85 11
9 2,2’,3,3’,5,5’,6,6’-octachlorobiphenyl
7.15
4.74
3.86
4.30 - 5.18 11
10 decachlorobiphenyl
8.26
5.60
4.55
4.43 - 5.48 11
11 Chlorpyrifos
4.96
3.04
2.50
3.24
1
12 Methoxychlor
5.08
3.13
2.58
3.72
1
13 Nonylphenol
5.76
3.66
3.00
4.38
1
14 Pyrene
4.88
2.97
2.45
3.69
1
* indicates the number of measurements, which may have been performed on different
species.

Figure 1. Schematic description of our zebrafish PBPK model.
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Figure 2. Relationship between gill assimilation efficiency and logKow (diamonds: measured
data scaled for temperature and body weight, line: model as described in Barber18).
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Figure 3. Comparison between measured BCF and the predictions from the model by
Bertelsen et al. (plain squares) and by Nichols et al. (diamonds).

Figure 4. Comparison between measured toxicokinetics data (diamonds) and the predictions
with our PBPK model (plain lines: males; dashed lines: females) for six chemicals. When two
lines are proposed, the one with the highest values corresponds to an absence of metabolism.

Figure 5. (A) Mean of the sensitivity indices at the different times and in the different
compartments (Light grey: first order Sobol sensitivity index; dark grey: total Sobol
sensitivity index). Parameters were ordered according to the first order Sobol sensitivity
index. (B, C, D) Total sobol index for respectively liver, gonads and brain concentrations as a
function of time.
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Supplementary material
S1. Symbols and equations of the PBPK model. The generic index i can be replaced by b, l, g
pp and rp referring respectively to blood, liver, gonads, poorly perfused tissues and richly
perfused tissues.
Parameter
BW
Ci
Cwater
Vi
Fi
frac_i
sc_i
water_i
lipids_i
logKow
PCi
a_T
Km
Vmax
a_CO
α
a_vr
λbw
T
a_p

Units
mg
µmol/L
µmol/L
L
µL/min
°C-1
µmol/L
See S5
µL/min
mL/min
°C
-

b_p

-

a_PC

-

b_PC

-

a_Bar

-

b_Bar

-

c_Bar

-

Description
Body weight
Concentration in organ i
Concentration in the water
Volume of organ i
Fraction of blood flow in organ i
Fraction of blood flow in organ i
Fraction of body weight in organ i
Water content of organ i
Lipid content of organ i
logarithm of the 1-octanol/water partition coefficient
Partition coefficient between organ i and blood
Correction factor for temperature
Michaelis constant
Maximum velocity
Cardiac output
Assimilation efficiency
Ventilation rate
Blood:water partition coefficient
Temperature
First coefficient in the equation relating assimilation efficiency
and logKow
Second coefficient in the equation relating assimilation
efficiency and logKow
First coefficient in the equation relating partition between blood
and water and logKow
Second coefficient in the equation relating partition between
blood and water and logKow
First coefficient in the equation relating partition between tissue
and blood and logKow
Second coefficient in the equation relating partition between
tissue and blood and logKow
Third coefficient in the equation relating partition between
tissue and blood and logKow

The chemicals are distributed in brain, gonads, poorly perfused tissues, and richly perfused
tissues through blood flows with the following equation:
(S1)
S2

For the liver, accounting for fish blood circulation and possible metabolism, we have the
following equation:
(S2)
The equation for arterial blood is the following:
(S3)
The equation for venous blood is:

(S4)
In the case of EE2, we also had to account for the disappearance of the substance in the
exposure solution due to accumulation in the fish (and the appearance of the substance in the
exposure solution during depuration). The equation was as follows:

(S5)

with a volume of the solution, Vs, of 800 mL (31), considering only substance accumulation
and elimination in fish to drive concentration in the solution.

S3

S2. Wet and dried weights of Danio rerio adult males and females from the INERIS
laboratory culture. All weights are in mg. Each line correspond to one organism.
Sex

Total
weight

Length
(mm)

M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

599
703
561
584
497
616
769
561
596
690
774
845
735
1,220
1,170
1,495
1,025
778
1,695
980

41
43
40
41
39
41
44
39
42
42
39
45
38
45
47
49
41
38
51
43

Brain
wet
weight
8.7
7.9
9.5
9.6
7.9
11
9.2
9.2
9.1
9.1
7
6.9
5.8
7.4
7.4
8.3
7.9
5.8
9.7
6.7

Brain
dried
weight
2.2
2.1
2.7
2.2
1.8
3
2.1
2.2
2.2
2.1
1.3
1.7
1.4
1.7
2.1
2.1
1.8
1.8
2.6
1.6

Liver
wet
weight
6.5
9.1
4.4
3.7
3.1
4.9
2.2
3.9
4.8
6.5
17.4
23.2
12.2
27.9
20.8
31.4
28.6
11.3
27
21.7

Liver
dried
weight
2.1
3.3
1.3
1.3
1
1.7
0.7
1.7
1.7
2.4
5.2
6
4.3
9.1
7
9.1
9.2
3.8
8.2
6

Gonads
wet
weight
11.3
10.3
12.4
8.8
7.8
12.3
11.1
11.5
11.1
13.1
138.7
152.7
143.7
141.1
265.2
386.3
232.5
113.4
519.7
157.2

Gonads
dried
weight
5.8
4.3
5.9
4.1
3.8
6.8
4.9
5.6
5.8
5.9
37.7
56.7
53.2
38.6
97.7
143.4
85.2
43.1
201
43.5

Carcass
wet
weight
542.3
652.3
504.9
533.8
454.8
555.6
706.2
509.3
548.8
631.7
550.8
629.9
548.2
968.2
837.6
1,022.3
694.4
513.3
1,038
737.1

Carcass
dried
weight
158.8
196.1
161
171.5
143.3
186.7
229.1
157
178.6
217
185.5
202.3
219.7
335.8
306.1
352.4
273.6
189.1
347.4
249.9

S3. Relationship between percentage of gonads weight in total wet weight and total weight of
Danio rerio adult females based on data from this study, from IRSN colleagues and from Örn
et al.16.
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S4

S4. Metabolism data used in our study.
Substance

Vmax

Tebuconazole

1.05 µM/min/mg protein

Km
(µM)
13.53

Diazinon

0.031 µM/min/mg protein

11

Endosulfan alpha

1.48 pmol/min/pmol P450

7.34

Endosulfan beta

4.40 pmol/min/pmol P450

6.37

Type of cell

Reference

Rat liver
microsomes
Zebrafish S-13
liver cell fraction
Human liver
microsomes
Human liver
microsomes

(44)
(33)
(45)
(45)

S5. Comparison between the relationships between predicted (line) and measured (diamonds)
assimilation efficiency without (upper figure) or with (lower figure) corrections for
temperature and weight.
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S5

S6. Comparison between measured BCF and the predictions from equations 2 (plain squares),
3 (diamonds) and the best regression model in Bintein et al.53 (plain circles).
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S7. Comparison between predicted and measured data for the toxicokinetic studies.
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S6

S8. Additional details of the sensitivity analysis.

The parameters we considered in the sensitivity analysis were those relative to the physiology
of zebrafish (body weight, volumes and blood flow rates, lipid and water contents, basal
ventilation rate (a_vr), basal cardiac output (a_CO)), temperature, logKow, the correction
factor for temperature (a_T) and, finally, the parameters of the following equations for
assimilation efficiency and partition coefficients:
–

With no prior information available on the parameters, the input parameter values for the
sensitivity analysis were sampled from a uniform distribution. For metabolism, we used a
clearance rate K (defined as the ratio between Vmax and Km) defined by a uniform distribution
between 0 (no metabolism) and 10,000 (high metabolism rate) to cover a large range of values
from no to high metabolism. For logKow, experts in the predictions of this parameters consider
a confidence interval of [-0.5, 0.5] around the median value. For all the other parameters,
lower and upper limits of the uniform distributions were defined as ± 20% around prior value.
The prior mean values for all the parameters in the sensitivity analysis study were the values
of the diazinon PBPK model for males. A first sensitivity analysis was performed with all
parameters, a second one with all parameters except those of the equations for assimilation
efficiency and partition coefficients to assess the influence of test conditions (organism
physiological state, temperature) when assessing kinetics of a given chemical with data from
one study.

S7

S9. Results of the sensitivity analysis (total (dark grey) and first order (light grey) Sobol
indices) per organ and time of measurement. In this sensitivity analysis, we considered all the
parameters of our model.

S8

S9

S10

S10. (A) Mean of the sensitivity indices at the different times and in the different
compartments (Light grey: first order Sobol sensitivity index; dark grey: total Sobol
sensitivity index). Parameters were ordered according to the first order Sobol sensitivity
index. (B, C, D) Total sobol index for respectively liver, gonads and brain concentrations as a
function of time. In this sensitivity analysis, we considered all the parameters of our model
except those of the submodels for partition coefficients and assimilation efficiency.

S11

S11. Results of the sensitivity analysis (total (dark grey) and first order (light grey) Sobol
indices) per organ and time of measurement. In this sensitivity analysis, we considered all the
parameters of our model except those of the submodels for partition coefficients and
assimilation efficiency.
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